How-to Turn on iPad Accessibility Features

Setting up Accessibility Shortcut

- This will enable you to be able to triple-click the home button to turn on VoiceOver, Zoom, and Magnifier.

Open Settings

Go to General → Accessibility

Scroll to the bottom and click Accessibility Shortcut

Now tap on each Accessibility Feature that you would like to use:

- Assistive Touch
- Classic Invert Colors
- Color Filters
- Reduce White Points
- Smart Invert Colors
- Switch Control
- VoiceOver
- Zoom

I have bolded VoiceOver and Zoom because they are two out of the three Accessibility features we will be focusing on. The third feature is Magnifier, which will be added to our Accessibility Shortcut through a different menu.

Adding Magnifier to Accessibility Shortcut

Open Settings

Go to General → Accessibility → Magnifier

Click the Toggle Switch next to Magnifier to turn it on. This will place it in the Accessibility Shortcut (Triple-Click Home)